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Introduction
Recently, games integrating information technology and real world sports have hit the 
market in response to an increased demand for these activities. In such games, the gam-
ing experience is created via engaging content and a human–computer interface (HCI) 
[1]. In particular, screen sports have utilized a combination of artificial environments 
and active human motion to create an immersive experience of familiar sports such as 
golf, baseball, and horseback racing [2, 3]. Similar human–computer interaction tech-
nologies have been applied to trampolining, climbing, and mixed martial arts, among 
others [4].

Screen climbing games, a new category of sports gaming experience, engage climbers 
with game content projected onto an artificial climbing wall. Raine Kajastila suggested 
Whack-a-Bat, Spark, and Climball [5, 6], and Jungsoo Kim suggested Ancient Cave 
Exploration [7]. These games use motion recognition technology native to the Microsoft 
Kinect to generate depth map image. Here, the body area of a climber is obtained by 
calculating the difference between the background of the artificial climbing wall envi-
ronment and the foreground for scaling the climbing wall. This approach has a lower 
misrecognition rate than that using only skeletal information. In particular, the hand-or-
foot recognition accuracy is higher.
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Touch events can be handled using the difference between depth map images and 
an event, if the depth difference is less than a specified difference between a climber’s 
body area and the artificial climbing wall. This information is used to decide whether 
a climber has obtained a game item or collided with an obstacle. However, anatomical 
information is not used during this process, so this system cannot recognize the location 
of a motion on the climber’s body. This limits the variety of game events that can be cre-
ated in screen climbing games [8].

In indoor sports climbing, the hands and feet are the nearest body parts to the climb-
ing wall, as they make contact with the climbing holds. The location of hands and feet 
can be derived from the position of various appendages. Using the location information 
of climbing holds installed on a climbing wall, the climbing hold location in contact with 
a hand or foot can be ascertained. However, to parse a climber’s body area into recogniz-
able parts, both depth map difference and the skeletal system information are required. 
Doing so enables designers to define game items or obstacles that respond to movements 
from specific body parts. This creates more variety and interactivity in screen climbing 
games. Therefore, we propose a climbing motion recognition method using anatomical 
information obtained by classifying body parts using the climber’s body area and skeletal 
information.

We describe different climbing games in “Related work”, and the methods we use to 
parse of climber’s body area into constituent parts are described in “Parsing a climber’s 
body area into body parts”. In “Climbing motion recognition”, a novel motion recognition 
technique is presented, and we describe our experiments in “Discussion and results”. 
Finally we conclude our paper in “Conclusion”.

Related work
Animated Saw

Animated Saw [5] is a screen climbing game developed by Raine Kajastila. Here, a 
climber must avoid a chain saw that moves along a defined path, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The game is over when a climber touches the chain saw. The chain saw moves linearly, 
and also rotates, and reacting to more chain saws increases the difficulty of the game as 
climbers advance in the levels.

The motion recognition technology used in this game is based on skeletal information 
derived from the Kinect device. In response, a game event occurs when an appendage 
collides with a game object. Raine Kajastila explains that a customized climber tracker 
is required to recognize the climber’s motion, because skeletal information is not trust-
worthy in an indoor climbing environment. In particular, the skeleton is unstable when a 
hand or foot is touching the climbing wall.

Spark

Spark [6] is a climbing game in which a climber has to avoid the electric lines, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The game starts when the climber touches the play button inside the area 
surrounded by electric lines, which move toward and rotate slowly around the location 
of the stop button. The climber moves by adjusting his or her climbing posture to avoid 
touching the electric lines. The game is over when the climber’s body touches an electric 
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line, at which point the outline of the climber’s body is displayed on the projected screen 
on the climbing wall.

The climber survives if he or she touches the stop button without touching one of 
the electric lines. When the game is finished, the player can move to the next stage or 
retry the current stage. The climbing motion recognition technology uses a depth map 
from the Kinect device to solve the inconsistent motion recognition caused by unsta-
ble anatomical information. Accordingly, a one-second averaged background depth map 
image is obtained to reduce random variance in depth values for the same pixel. The 
background is defined as the portion of a depth map image where the climber does not 
appear inside the climbing wall. The depth map difference between the foreground image 
and background image is used to separate the climber’s body area from the background 

Fig. 1 Animated Saw game

Fig. 2 Spark game
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image, and a touch event occurs when the depth difference between the climber’s body 
area and the background is between 2 and 8 cm.

Ancient Cave Exploration

Ancient Cave Exploration [7] is a screen climbing game based on exploring a natural 
cave, as illustrated in Fig.  3. The game starts when the climber touches the start but-
ton. Subsequently, multiple stalactites fall from the top of the cave, as indicated by a fall-
ing sound. The target location (the cave entrance location) appears opposite from the 
starting location. The climber moves toward the target location to clear the stage, while 
avoiding obstacles and utilizing the effects of game items. The game is over when the 
climber collides with an obstacle, or does not move for a long time.

The game consists of six stages. A mission is considered successful when the climber 
moves to the target location (the treasure box location). The game objects are divided 
into obstacles and game items. Obstacles (stalactites, bats, and spiders) are objects that 
cause the game to terminate when the climber collides with them; whereas, a game item 
is an object that benefits the climber when he or she touches it. The target location, lan-
tern, and treasure box are the game objects.

The motion recognition technology in this game is based on the depth difference 
between the background and foreground images, similar to the motion recognition used 
in the Spark game. The depth difference image is binarized to obtain the candidate area 
of the climber’s body area. Then, the climber’s body area is obtained using a morphology 
operation.

Parsing a climber’s body area into body parts
In this paper, we propose a method of parsing a climber’s body area into body parts for 
climbing motion recognition. The purpose of the proposed method is to trigger game 
events in response to human motion so that an interactive game can accurately respond 
to the climber’s actions. Figure  4 shows the overall process of the proposed method. 
Here, depth map information and anatomical recognition are continuous data streams 
provided by a Kinect device. The stages of the proposed method are body area detection, 
correction for hand and foot joints, and appendage classification.

Fig. 3 Ancient Cave Exploration game
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Body area detection

The climber’s body area is detected using the depth difference between the background and 
foreground images. The background is an image of the environment that is captured when 
installing the artificial climbing wall, while the foreground is an image of a climber scaling 
the climbing wall. The depth difference is bigger within the climber’s body area than in the 
rest of the foreground image because the latter is the same as its corresponding part in the 
background image; thus, only the body area can be detected using depth difference [9].

However, the depth values vary for each depth map frame because of the noise around 
the boundaries of the climbing holds [10]. To reduce this noise, we calculate the following 
depth map frames: the initial depth difference, the averaged noise frame, and the final depth 
difference. Before calculating the initial depth difference, the averaged background image is 
obtained by averaging multiple background images from different depth map frames. The 
initial depth difference is calculated by subtracting the averaged background image from a 
foreground image. The averaged noise frame is obtained by averaging the depth difference 
between the averaged background image and a specific background image. The final depth 
difference is obtained by subtracting the averaged noise frame from the initial depth differ-
ence. Figure 5 shows the entire process of detecting the climber’s body area.

Correction for hand and foot joints

Figure  6 shows the process of correcting for hand and foot joints. First, in a process 
called skeletal frame normalization, we correct all skeletal joints using the most recent 
skeletal frames to obtain reliable skeletal system information. A correction weight is 
assigned to each skeletal joint in the skeletal frames. This value is bigger if a joint is more 
reliable and if a frame is more recent. The reliability of a skeletal joint is divided into 
the following three states sorted by reliability: tracked, inferred, and not tracked. The 
detailed correction process for a skeletal joint j is shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 4 Overall process for parsing a climber’s body area into body parts
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The next stage of skeletal correction is defining the range of motion for each hand 
and foot joint, then finding the candidate area for each hand and foot, as illustrated in 
Fig. 6b. The range of motion is estimated using the angles between the elbow and hand, 
and the knee and foot. By using a range of motion information, we can find the candi-
date area for each hand or foot.

Fig. 5 The process of detecting the climber’s body area
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Third, we use the body area information to find the candidate area for each hand or 
foot, as illustrated in Fig.  6c. When either is close to the artificial climbing wall, the 
skeletal joint in the hand-or-foot area is unreliable; thus, we need to detect the smallest 
previous area of depth difference in the body area. If the detected area is in the range 
of motion area for the hand or foot, the detected area is considered as a hand or foot; 

Fig. 6 The process of skeletal joint correction for the hand‑or‑foot area. a Skeletal frame normalization, b 
range of motion definition in hand‑or‑foot area, c hand‑or‑foot detection, d skeletal joint correction of hand‑
or‑foot area 

Fig. 7 Calculating a joint location for skeletal normalization
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otherwise, it is considered as a hand-or-foot candidate area. The distance from the hand 
or foot is used if the non-detected hand or foot previously existed.

Lastly, we correct the skeletal system of the hand-or-foot area using both its detected 
area and the climbing hold area information, as illustrated in Fig.  6d. If the detected 
hand-or-foot area overlaps with the climbing hold area, we can consider the center of 
the climbing hold area as the location of a hand or foot; otherwise, the location is the 
center of the detected hand-or-foot area.

Appendage classification

The corrected skeletal system information for the hands and feet is used to parse the 
climber’s body area into constituent parts. To do so, we overlap the corrected skeletal sys-
tem information with the climber’s body area in the same depth map coordinates. We then 
use the recognition area of each joint from its joint location in the skeletal system. Figure 8 
shows a body area parsed into body parts. The recognition area of each joint is expanded 
simultaneously at the same expansion rate, as shown in Fig. 8a, and can be expanded even 
if the corresponding joint location is outside the body area. In this instance, the recognition 
area is restricted to the expanded region in the body area, and the expansion is finished 
when all pixels of the climber’s body area are parsed into body parts, as shown in Fig. 8b.

The process shown in Fig. 8 can be translated to find the nearest skeleton joint from 
a given pixel in the detected body area. Here, the recognition area of a specific joint j is 
the set of pixels satisfying the following condition: the nearest joint from a pixel is j. The 
algorithm for the classification process is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows body parts classified using the method described above. This informa-
tion is used for appendage-specific event.

Climbing motion recognition
Climbing motion is recognized using motion recognition events, for which anatomical 
information is used to detect motion events in response to game objects, the artificial 
climbing wall, and climbing holds. A motion recognition event is divided into a body 
part recognition event and a tactile event initiated by a hand or foot.

Fig. 8 The process of body area parsing into body parts. a Starting body area classification by expanding 
recognition area from each skeletal joint. b Finished expanding the recognition area
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A body part recognition event occurs as a climber scales the wall and some body parts 
overlap with a recognition object. The depth difference between the overlapped body 
parts and the climbing wall should be less than 1 m. A tactile event occurs when a hand-
or-foot area approaches the climbing wall. Here, the depth difference should be between 
5 and 20 cm. The object touched is deciphered using climbing hold information. If the 
touched location matches one of the climbing holds, the touched object is classified as 
such; otherwise, it is considered to be part of the climbing wall. Figure 11 shows a recog-
nized object and an event occurrence.

Discussion and results
This study consisted of finding a way to parse a climber’s body area into constituent 
parts and recognize their motion. The experimental environment consisted of an arti-
ficial climbing wall, beam projector, Kinect, and client, as shown in Fig. 12. The area of 
the climbing wall was 4 × 3 m (width × height), and the beam projector was used to 
display the virtual environment onto the climbing wall. We used a Microsoft Kinect v2 

Fig. 9 Body area classification algorithm

Fig. 10 Body parts classified using the proposed method
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for Windows to detect motion. The Kinect box was located in front of the climbing wall 
in order to record its entire area. The climbing motion recognition program for the pro-
posed method was installed in the client.

Validating the quality of appendage classification

In order to guarantee the quality of appendage classification, the system needed to check 
the amount of noise in the difference between the foreground and background images, 
as well as the trustworthiness of the skeletal system information obtained from skeletal 
frame normalization. We checked the first criterion by comparing the white pixel count 
between the body area detection methods. In the same depth map frame, the amount 
of noise depended on the white pixel count, since the final difference image was bina-
rized and the white pixel count of the body area was similar in both images. Figure 13 
shows this comparison result. Here, A is the naïve method, B shows the Raine Kajastila’s 
method, and C illustrates the proposed method.

The naïve method used the basic difference between a foreground and background 
image. The Raine Kajastila’s method assessed the difference between a foreground image 
and one-second averaged background images, as described in “Related work”. The pro-
posed method involved subtracting the averaged noise frame from the initial depth dif-
ference as described in “Parsing a climber’s body area into body parts”. The proposed 
method (C) had the smallest amount of noise, indicating that we could easily remove the 
noise.

We checked the second criterion by evaluating variations in the location of a specific 
skeletal joint, measured as distance similarity. If the variance was small and stable, valid 
skeletal system information could be obtained. The distance similarity of joint location 
converged to 0 if the variation in the joint location between the skeletal frames was large; 

Fig. 11 A recognized object and an event occurrence

Fig. 12 The experimental environment
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whereas the distance similarity converged to 1 if the variance was small. As shown in 
Fig. 14, we confirmed that the variation in anatomical location decreased due to skeletal 
frame normalization. The variation in joint location was the Euclidian distance of change 
in joint location between skeletal frames.

Figure  15 shows the results of parsing a climber’s body area into its parts using the 
method described in “Parsing a climber’s body area into body parts”.

Demonstrating motion recognition event

Table 1 shows the results of a motion recognition event. In the event log column, “Frame 
index” is the frame number of the video used to detect a motion recognition event; 
“Game object ID” is the identification number of  the recognized object; “Body event” 

Fig. 13 A white pixel count comparison between body area detection methods. Top graph of white pixel 
count comparison; a naïve method, b Raine Kajastila’s method, c proposed method. Bottom visual appear‑
ance comparison between binarized images; a naïve method, b Raine Kajastila’s method, c proposed method

Fig. 14 Skeletal frame normalization for the left hand
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is the body part recognition event; and “Touch event” is the tactile event initiated by a 
hand or foot.

Scene 1 is shows a climber in a T posture to create skeletal system information before 
starting the climbing game. Although some of the climber’s body area overlapped with 
the recognition object, the depth difference between the body area and recognition 
object was bigger than the event occurrence condition; therefore, a motion recognition 
event did not occur. Scene 2 depicts a climber stretching his or her right arm and hand, 
which overlap with Game object 1. Scene 3 shows multiple motion recognition event 
occurrences. A motion recognition event occurred for the right hand, and then a sepa-
rate event occurred for the right elbow as the climber stretched his or her right arm to 
the right of Game object 1. Scene 4 illustrates a touch event, since the right hand area 
did not overlap with any climbing hold areas. Scenes 5 and 6 are situations that caused 
motion recognition events for the head and right hand, respectively.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a climbing motion recognition method using anatomical informa-
tion derived from a climber’s body area and skeletal system information. The climber’s body 
area can be found using the depth difference between the background and foreground images 
in an indoor climbing environment. The skeletal system information is updated based on 
skeletal frame normalization and hand-or-foot joint correction, instead of using the original 
information provided by the Kinect SDK. The anatomical information is obtained by parsing 
the body area into its parts using the climber’s body area and skeletal system information. 
We show that this anatomical information can be used for motion recognition events caused 
by human interactions with the game objects, climbing wall, and climbing holds.

Screen climbing games utilizing climbers’ body parts can be implemented using these 
events instead of more general data points from a climber’s body area. Doing so can 
make for a more interactive, realistic gaming environment that enables game design-
ers to create a wider variety of experiences. For example, the Spark game described in 
the “Introduction” ends if any part of a body area makes contact with the electric line 
displayed on the artificial climbing wall. Using our technique, the game designer could 
vary the amount of damage depending on which part of the body makes contact with 
the electric line. Further data can make use of heart rate sensors [11], electromyogra-
phy sensors, and additional device such as helmets. Moreover, Internet of Things (IoT) 

Fig. 15 Results of parsing a climber’s body area into its parts
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technology can tap into these sensors to communicate with other people and com-
puter systems [12]. Since the Kinect v2 can identify two or more people and provide 
corresponding skeletal system information, screen climbing games using interactions 
between multiple people could be implemented in a similar way to the games described 
by [6] and [13]. The variety of game events described in this paper should provide more 
entertainment and a more immersive experience for gamers.

Table 1 Results of motion recognition events

Scene no. Motion recognition event scene Event log

1

2 Frame index: 415
Game object ID: 1
Body event: Handright
Depth difference 313 mm

3 Frame index: 430
Game object ID: 1
Body event: Elbowright
Depth difference: 331 mm

Frame index: 430
Game object ID: 1
Body event: Handright
Depth difference: 233 mm

4 Frame index: 462
Game object ID: 1
Touch event: Handright
Touch object: Wall
Depth difference: 33 mm

5 Frame index: 1135
Game object ID: 1
Body event: Head
Depth difference: 737 mm

6 Frame index: 1261
Game object ID: 1
Body event: Handright
Depth difference: 91 mm
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